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FORUM 

Nathaniel Tarn 

Child as Father to Man 
in the American Uni-verse 

For Theodore Enslin, 
affection, acceptance. 

Last year I received a letter from a member of the English 
department at a university in Philadelphia. She informed me that she 
had been asked to write an article on my work for a prominent dic
tionary of literary biography. She had been working all summer and 
had been most impressed. Could we meet for detailed discussions? 
I called for a pleasant talk. After a while, she revealed that I was to be 
included in the volume on postwar British poets. I said that I had now 
been here twelve years, was a citizen, and had been a champion of 
American poetry, even in England, for ten years before that. She was 
very sorry. She had even been preparing a conference paper as well. 
Her editor call~d later: would I not reconsider this "foolish casting 
away of a chance at an academic reputation?" I talked about the vir
tues of consistency. He put down the phone with a marked, sorrowful 
finality. A terminal case. I have never heard another word about the 
matter. 

There had been other occasions on which I'd found myse.lf to 
be a "job" to do . Yet, over the years, I had begun to wonder whether, 
once past the Statue of Liberty, the tired , poor, huddled and yearning 
poet stood a chance in hell of ever really being accepted in America. 
~ .curious business. You read that a kind judge will finally give an 
1lhterate old Russian his citizenship without a word of English to his 
credit. But the poet? No Senor! Citizenship maybe; status of Ameri
can Poet, niet. And this is the last country on earth you are supposed 
to be able to CHOOSE. Picking up from William Carlos Williams on 
the Americans and the British, that is what I want to talk about in this 
piece. 
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• • • 

Quelques precisions: Britain was kind to me and, indirectly, 
saved my life. At best, however, my Britannicity has always been 
marginal. I was born in Paris of a French-Rumanian mother and a 
Lithuanian-British father. I was there seven years and then a further 
four in a French-speaking Lycee in Belgium. I arrived in England a 
week before WWII. I was an alien and started into my first English 
classrooms with something like terror. I was called "Frog." Of course, 
I was marked by public school (British: private) and later by Cam
bridge. 

During the Blitz in England (Cumberland Hotel , London, 
right next to the AA batteries in Hyde Park) , the only book I had man
aged to read was a child's life of Abraham Lincoln. The Blitz took 
away my Latin and my violin but it left me Lincoln. Just before the 
Blitz: why had everyone in my dorm been whispered at one evening 
or another and disappeared the next morning ... to America? Except 
myself. After the Blitz: Cornwall and a school-life like a military 
camp's. The Surrealists I devoured with a passion I imagined to be all 
dead in a time as old as Mycenae. They did not save me from constant 
depression. What did was the history of the Pilgrims in, of all things, 
Nevins and Commager. There was a U.S. flag at a base some twenty 
minutes from the school: I would go to watch it as often as I could in 
the evening when it was ceremonially lowered. On my dorm wall, I 
had a Daily Telegraph map of the United States and I learned the 
capitols of the forty-eight by heart. An understanding biology teacher 
lent me some American literature: James Thurber is all I can remem
ber of that. On the English side, a passion for Virginia Woolf caused 
me to be accused of neglecting Shakespeare! 

· I always read French for happiness and, in 1948, returned to 
Paris "forever. " I also began a long, painful and losing battle with 
bilingualism. I wrote in French for some three years, trying to forget 
English. I frequented Andre Breton and the Surrealists and met Oc
tavio Paz there: I then became a student of anthropology, working 
with Marcel Griaule, Germaine Dieterlcn, Andre Leroi-Gourhan, 
Paul Levy, above all with Claude Levi-Strauss. In French, I achieved 
little more than twenty-fifth rate Apollinaire. I walked Paris deep 
into the night, imagining that I would die if I were ever sundered 
from it. Anthropology, most of which is written in English, sundered 
me. 

In Paris, after hvo years of anthropology, it seemed you had to 
go abroad. By this time, I had adopted the fashionable stance of sus
picion vis-a-vis the U.S. held by the overwhelming majority of Euro
pean students. And yet it was to Chicago - after an inane "orienta-
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tion" to the mysteries of American democracy at Yale- that a Smith
Mundt/Fulbright scholarship in anthropology finally led me. I 
crashed George Murdoch at Ya le, as well as Ralph Linton (full of 
tales about Ruth Benedict's witchcraft); I crashed Abraham Kardiner 
in New York and lunched with Julian Stewart and Alfred Kroeber at 
Columbia; I was treated to a Chinese lunch at the Smithsonian by 
Matthew Stirling and William Fenton, with a visit on the side to the 
B.l.A. At Chicago, there were Robert Redfield, Fred Eggan, Sol Tux, 
and Sal Washburn. Over at Northwestern University, where we 
would go to see a "real American campus, with real girls and real 
ice-cream," we followed William Herskovitz and William Bascom. 
The latter suggested a working vacation in Havana: I arrived , coinci
dentally, on the day Batista took over for the last time, met Wilfredo 
Lam and Alfredo Ortiz and studied Santeria. 

On the Chicago campus, there seemed to be no way of con
tacting anyone literary: finishing a Ph.D. requirement in one year flat 
kept us busy eighteen hours a day. We endured the grey Gothic, 
learned to say "I love you" to the U. of C. girls, and the peripathetic 
Paul Radin (possibly a kinsman of mine) virtually lived in our apart
ment. Somewhere, like a needle in several dozen haystacks, lay the 
information which could conceivably have led me to Black Mountain 
College. Instead , in June 1952, I went for a year's field work to Cen
tral America. There is a movie-The Last Picture Show, I believe
which has the sound track of precisely that year at Chicago. I wish I 
could see it, say, every three years. 1 By this time, I wrote in English 
again and France seemed to be out of the question. British anthro
pology was in its most virulent Social-Anthropology-Only phase and 
I was told by more than one practicioner that I had better bury all 
thoughts of poetry if I wanted a career in the field . 

Larvatus Prodeo: I assumed a sea-change. For many years, 
nothing further was said . Life revolved around Raymond Firth, Isaac 
Schapera, S.F. Nadel, Edmund Leach, Maurice Freedma n, Chris
toph von Fiihrer-Haimendorf at the London School of Economics and 
the School of Oriental and African Studies. Tea with Arthur Waley 
provided a welcome change. 

Six years later, back from an exhausting eighteen months of 
fieldwork in Burma, a young Canadian poet met there in Mandalay, 
David Wevill, took me to the Friday evening sessions of a group called 
The Group. It met in the house of Edward Lucie-Smith, who later 
left poetry for art criticism. Over tea and cookies, the likes of Philip 
Hobsbaum, Peter Redgrave, George MacBeth , and Peter Porter 
politely tore the guts out of each other's poems, the custom being for 
one poet per evening to have some six or seven poems mimeographed 
for discussion. Sensing little in all this beyond a neo-"Movement" 
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social faction (with the likes of Philip Larkin putting me to sleep up 
there), I stayed on for a while, for the sake of literary companionship, 
missing as I did the amenities of the Parisian cafe. The Group was 
kind to me, however. Through MacBeth's contacts at the BBC, I was 
eventually chosen to be the Group poet presented on the Third Pro
gramme, with the poems appearing in The Listener. 

Little by little, a British "career" occurred . The First Guin
ness Prize for Poetry at Cheltenham - the first and last prize I have 
ever received- led to my first book with Jonathan Cape and, a year 
later, with Random House. This in turn, when I had left anthro
pology in 1967, led to two very productive years with Cape as Found
ing Director of the Cape-Goliard Press (it had been my idea to marry 
the creativity of Barry Hall and Tom Raworth's Goliard Press with 
the distributive capacities of Cape) and General Editor of Cape 
Editions-still remembered here as distributed by Grossman in New 
York. The work during those two years was substantial: some forty 
titles in Cape Editions (starting off with Levi-Strauss, two Barthes 
and Olson's Ishmael); some twenty-five titles in Cape Goliard, in
cluding the standard Olson, and many authors ranging from Levi
Strauss to Zukofsky in the general list. I was fired in 1969 on the os
tensible ground that the books were not earning money, and Cape 
retreated back to its genteel mediocrity from which it has never since 
moved one inch. 

I don't exactly remember when the American shift began. 
Eliot, Pound, Cummings and some others went back to my school
days. So did a passion for Henry James. In 1961, as conve~er of a 
seminar on the sociology of Theravada Buddhist institutions at the 
10th Pacific Science Conference, I went to Hawaii, and on to Japan, 
via ·San Francisco. At City Lights bookstore, I bought myself blind: 
many things (later valuable as fi rst editions), things I hardly knew 
anything about, seized up by pure instinct. Was this when I picked 
up Olson, probably The Distances , rather than the Maximus Poems? 
Or Maximus to Dogtown? Or McClure's Dark Brown? In any event, 
by 1963 or so, Jonathan Williams was in Hampstead, urging us on 
into unknown fields, making us buy up Peter Russell's American 
stocks at his ailing bookstore. The American Embassy still believed in 
readings in those days and had an excellent library for poetry and 
poetry records. Patchen's readings to jazz were a great discovery. 

By 1967, I was hot to compete with Stuart Montgomery's 
Fulcrum Press for every one we could attract: Olson, Duncan, Zukof
sky were those I called "my three pillars," but there were also Gins
berg, Blackburn, Snyder, McClure, Levertov, Jonathan Williams
among others'. Some, like Creeley and Oppen, already had British 
publishers. This was also the time of the great Festival Hall poetry 
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scenes where Olson read with such men as Neruda and Ungaretti 
though also, given English proclivities (Alvarez's The New Poetr~ 
with Penguin), with Robert Lowell or John Berryman. These were 
lh.e years of many ~eetings: Zukofsky a nd Ginsberg in their dealings 
with Cape; Ols.on m London and, his first contract in my pocket, in 
Bled, Yugoslavia, after the Spoleto Festival, circa 1966; Ed Dorn at 
Ess~x; McClure when producing The Beard at the Royal Court . . . on 
a tnp twice across the U.S. and Canada and back to say goodbye to 
~nthropology and hello to editing: Paul Blackburn, Jonathan Wil
liams, Toby Olson, Ronald Johnson, Robert Vas Dias at Aspen, Rob
ert Duncan, .Kenneth Rexroth, and William Everson reading together 
on Tamalpa1s and Kenneth Patchen (whose English Selected Poems 
I had suggested doing for Cape) at midnight in Palo Alto immediately 
after Tamalpais. · 

Two years later, in 1969, I began moving here by teaching a 
summer course at S. U.N. Y. Buffalo with fellow teachers Anselm 
Hollo and James Wright. Early in 1970, I immigrated as a Research 
Fellow, Council of the Humanities and Visiting Professor in Romance 
~ang~ages at Princeton. By 1971, I was at Rutgers and became Dis
tmgu1shed Professor .of Comparative Literature there, commuting 
from the Delaware River at New Hope, PA to New Brunswick, NJ. In 
these early days, I met Jerome n othenberg in New York and was 
present with Dennis Tedlock at the birth of Alcheringa in Santa Fe· 
a friendship was also initiated with George Quasha at S. U .N. y '. 
Stony Brook. Richard Grossinger and Io were encountered in Ver
mont. Dr. Generosity's·as a reading place in New York. Later: Robert 
Kelly at Bard. Snyder on a visit to Princeton where I interviewed him 
for Alcheringa. The list is too long, but a context was forming: George 
Economou, Armand Schwerner, Michael Anania, John Matthias, 
Jack Shoemaker were among other early friends. Between then and 
now,. I have visite.d every State in the Union , including three con
secutive summers m Alaska and many seasons in New Mexico. The 
land itself is the greatest love. 

••• 

In the course of my six year long English literary life, I deter
mined that: .1) English poetry had been virtually dead since Hopkins 
at best, or smce .Bl~k<: at worst; 2) British, as opposed to English, 
poetry was Celtic 1f it was anything, with men like Yeats, Mac
Diarmid, David Jones and Dylan Thomas as the only ones I cared for 
de~ply (in very varied ways) or was marginal to mainstream E nglish 
as 1~ ~he case of ~asil Bunting; 3) an international wandering mestizo, 
add1tionally Jewish , could be neither English nor Celt; 4) the English 
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language (all spoken versions of which since my. first arrival in 1939 
had seemed to me to be arbitrary, almost theatrical) could therefore 
live for me only in a new country, a chosen country; 5) the new coun
try in which energy was being put into the language was the U .S. ~f 
A.; 6) this new country was available by its ~ery charter and defini
tion and seemed, on the surface, most welcoming. 

I know that here I am being unjust to a number of fine poets 
who learned from the Pound-Williams tradition and, under cruel 
neglect for the most part, persisted over the years in creating an Eng
lish version of that tradition: Roy Fisher , Gael Turnbull and some of 
their associates would be among them. Somehow, none excited me as 
much as their American counterparts, except perhaps J .H. Prynne. 

Just as, in most religions, there seems to be a main, ortho?ox 
and legalistic church and a shadow, heterodox, perhaps mystical 
church , so there seemed to be an America in England and an E ngland 
in America. England in America seemed to me to be covered by the 
term "academic" (against which the "New Poetry," as defined by t~e 
Don Allen anthology, constantly battled): its strongholds located m 
the Ivy League schools, their reading circuits and antiquated maga
zines, and in East Coast papers like the New York Times and the New 
York Review of Books. Of course, it was more complex than that. 
America in England was composed of the sacred trio I cal.~ed the 
"suicide club" as the overwhelmingly model-poets of the Move
ment" and its immediate successors. You could add what was known 
of the Pound-Williams tradition and of the Beats. Charles Tomlinson, 
in the record of an Englishman who remained one, quotes my bete 
noire among the neo-Movement people, Ian Hamilton, on his Zukof
sky symposium in Hamilton's magazine the Review: "The editorial 
-motive of the Review in this project has been a documentary one. W e 
believe that the Movement ought at least to be known about."

2 
The 

crass superciliousness of this, matched in a h.undred t~eatments of 
Black Mountain, Objectivism, the San Francisco Renaissance, ~nd 
other such American endeavors in papers like the TLS or magazines 
like the Review ·could not be overcome: it could only be flown. Even 
today, the pyramidal structure of the English poetry es.t~blishment 
has not yet been broken despite years of courageous oppos1tion. 

I write this away from home in Pennsylvania with few refer
ences available. But I believe that the years 1967-9 were the decisive 
ones for me. Despite the Americawards title poem of the first book, 
Old Savage/Young City, and its successor, Where Babylon Ends, t~ey 
must probably be accounted, stylistically a nd struct~ra~ly, as English 
books. The people I remember feeling close to at this time were men 
such as Christopher Middleton, David Wevill , some of Peter Red
grave dnd Jon Sil kin, as well as younger writers, more American-
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i?fluenced, ~ike Tom Raworth and Lee Harwood, and poet-ar tists 
like John Digby, my close friend. The break came with the third 
book The Beautiful Contradictions in 1969 and an article: "World 
Wide Open: The Work Laid Before Us in This Disunited Kingdom."3 

Despite opposition to "Little Englandism," the early poems 
remained tight, highly crafted ("wordsmithed") and "closed." The 
subject matter reached beyond England but the manner did not. 
Qne liberating force may have been Neruda - but less than has been 
sa~d and supposed. More to the point: suddenly , one day, MacDiar
m1d was to read in London. I realized that I did not know his work 
His Collected Poems (published in the States, of course w ith a smali 
Scottish edition) had recently become available . Here V:as a man who 
s~emed like a mountain so tall that the English sheep grazing on his 
s~de.o: could not even see the mountain. Here was a long line, sanc
tioning the Ion? ~reath-line which had already been noticed by some 
as a charactenshc of my work. Here, above all, was a man who 
seemed able to put almost anything into a poem and with a straight
forwardness at that, which appeared much more available than the 
~ote~ic reaches of Pou~d and. Eliot. In the context of Little England-
1sm, 1t seemed almost impossible to go back to these two at that mo~ 
ment. It did seem possible to go forward to MacDiarmid and I 
b~li~ve it is mai?ly under his impulse that The Beautiful Contra
d1ct10ns was wntten. Another "father figure" was Olson. Not so 
much, initially, the Olson of Maximus as the earlier poet of The Dis
tances, to me, at the time, linguistically the most invigorating book of 
the post-Poundian era. Strangely, it was not until very much la ter 
that I came to Williams and I suffered from that . For lyricism I 
believe I am indebted to Patchen a.nd D ylan Thomas and, behi~d 
them, to a number of Europeans such as Rilke, Lorca, Apollinaire, 
Breton, Supervielle. 

The burden of "World Wide Open," then, was an attack on 
Little Englandism (see also part 14 of The Beautiful Contradictions) 
from three main d irections: the Pound-Williams tradition and its 
associated movements in the "New American Poetry," the Celtic Belt 
and Regional England, the world of Latin America and Europe. The 
guideline for me was stated in part 1 of The Beautiful Contradic
tions": "We have no alternatlve to taking the whole world as our 
mother" (continuing: "since no one can pretend to own anything of 
permanence I or to anchor his roots in any particular plot I or speak 
in anything but borrowed languages"). T he rest of the story is, in a 
sense, the attempt to match such universal ism with the belief that 
America is a fa mily of nations rather than a single nation; that this 
family alone offers a newcomer roots, and that, since everyone in 
America "borrows languages," someone like myself could aspire to be 
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an American poet. Hence, the long periplum through the American 
continents in the wake of Pound as well as Olson's opening words in 
Call me Ishmael. This was to lead to such books as Lyrics for the 
Bride of God, The House of Leaves, Alashka (written ~ointly w~th 
Janet Rodney) , Palenque, and the work. in progress, .seei~g Am~.nca 
First. A prose piece, first printed in Richard Grossmger s I~: To
wards any Geography, towards any America "'.hatsoev~r, stat~ 
rather cryptically the myth of the continental spme and its .role m 
focusing the major part of this phase of work. 4 Letters received at 
this time, from major writers here in the traditi?ru: I respect, c?n
firmed for me my belief in The Beautiful Contradictions as a turning 
point. . 

It takes an Englishman forever to welcome you, t?ough ~hen 
he does it is usually for life. An American welcomes you immediately 
but kn~ws in his sinews that America is mobile and will soon move 
you on to someplace else. It is also .tru.e that, immi~rating .in 1~70, 
you were coming, without realizing it, mto a boom time. With hind
sight, opposition to the Vietnam war seemed immense!~ favorable t?, 
poetry: the revival of public readings laun~hed by the New Poetry 
of the fifties and early sixties now reached its peak; bookstores flour
ished in the centers and in many regions; there seemed to be no end to 
literary festivals, circuits, little magazines. . 

There was an end, abrupt, almost tangible : the end of the 
war. Since that time, I have never once wished to leave ~his land 
which I love with a passion as great as that of any compatnot. Y~t I 
know extremes of solitude and abandonment, the hke of which 
seemed unthinkable at the time of arrival. Spread but over the im
mensity of the continent, we have each gone back, I gu~s, to our own 
solitudes. The history of our time in poetry is no doubt m the letters. 
Looking at the Olson-Creeley correspondence and many other such, 
it was like this, no doubt, as the "New Poetry" came to birth. 5 • 

A statement made circa 1969 sums up much of my b10sphere 
at the time. It may be worth repeating here: 

Poetry for me is the discovery of a sound whic~ arises out of 
unimpeded listening. The sound, once recogmzed, can 
assume a number of voices; my life-history happens to have 
given me no convincing English of my own. I ~ave always 
been fascinated by the interplay between restncted and 
elaborated codes, between common parlances and formal 
rhetorics. Form is usually allowed to grow out of content, 
though I am aware of moving towards more and more open 
form as I discover that there is less and less that cannot be 
discussed in poetry. In the early work, my anthropological 
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experience prompted me to speak out of various personae 
associated with Old Savage; an old, wise Amerindian or 
Melanesian, aware of what our culture has done to his 
forgiving, sad at his own destruction principally beca~se it 
n:irrors the destruction of the whole natural earth. Drop
pmg anthropology as a profession has enabled me to speak 
as an anthropologist and add the dialectic of observer and 
observed to the previous one-dimensional picture. As a re
sult, politics have become a major factor in recent work 
such as The Beautiful Contradictions. This complex ma
terial is offset by simple lyrical-erotic sequences such as 
occur in October. The aim is to work towards more and 
more satisfactory resolutions of the tension between sim
plicity and complexity. 

We may be living at a time when only th~ exasperation of 
contradictions is possible for the artist; synthesis is closed 
to him because of the intolerable weight of new information 
he must shoulder each day. In this situation, poetry is more 
than ever a discipline, the means whereby a poet not only 
discovers, but literally creates, himself out of the total flux. 
Silence is more than poetry's complement: it is that which 
poetry must sink back into the moment it ceases to perform 
this function. ~t follows that poetry for poetry's sake
decoration et al. - is intolerable. 

Translation is (i) a duty within the Republic of Letters; 
(ii) a way of allowing various voices to speak; (iii) a means 
of letting air into the stale bed of English letters. Editorial 
activity is an extension of translation, not only from lan
guages but from djsciplines. Transformation is a key con
cept, linking early allegiances to Surrealism with present 
interests in Structuralism. o 

••• 

. Freedom of choice is the issue. Choice of land, people, form , 
lme, breath, and voice. Here, the personal story is left behind and I 
look at available poetics. Now, how to deal with the now? 

When leaving the Old World for the New, the problem of who 
is being addressed in poetry becomes for me the main one of all. In 
one, crucial sense we choose to address an elite or specialists (other 
poets or professional students of poetry) or a general reading public. 
My personal preference would go to both, but it rarely falls out that 
way. 
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And it is not, for me, a matter of the United States alone. It is, 
it has to be, a matter of the whole Continent from Alaska to Tierra 
del Fuego. Therefore, it is a matter of ourselves as members of a polity 
and of those we choose to regard as aliens, or as underprivileged 
others, both outside and inside our borders. This, in turn, is a para
digm of the way we look at and treat the other throughout the uni-

verse. Ultimately, it is a matter of what we should mean by "na-
tion" - the dream of Rimbaud's "nations in joy" - the real meaning of 
"nation": local, regional, metropolitan, continental. And the mean-

ing of universe. UNI-VERSE. 
A very few have begun on this: notably, and nobly, Gary 

Snyder (though I often disagree with him on many issues). But this is 
for the future. I return to a narrower theme: the distinction between 
poetry addressed to an elite and poetry addressed to the people at 
large, or that small section of it which has not been consumerized out 
of existence as a reading and listening public. I am going to use aca
demic labels since this is an academic journal: most readers should be 
aware that contemporary poets reject them. Using such labels - and 
large ones at that- let's postulate, in elite-addressed poetry espec
ially, a field of endeavor known as "modernism" and another known 
as "postmodernism." Few agree on definitions, especially of the latter. 
While the labels appear to be historically conditioned and sequential, 
I'm not sure that they do not also, perhaps predominatingly, repre
sent alternative procedures, often present simultaneously in our prac
tice. Try a model (all terms to be preceded by "relatively"): 

"Modernism" 

Structural (Space) 
Cyclic (closed) 
Mythic 
General 
Gnostic 
International 
Traditional 

Individual 

"Postmodern ism" 

Phenomenological (Time) 
Linear (open) 
Scientific 
Particular 
Agnostic 
Regional/Local 
Individual 

Traditional 

Of course, this rarely works in detail-but it's a slart. Now 
follow a line of thought that might provide a common field of dis
course for elite-addressed as well as more popular poetries. Take a 
major cbar'acteristic of "modernist" poetry and follow it through. 
Whether we come from archaeology, linguistics, and modern physics, 
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as our major critic does, or from the atomization of the culture of our 
time, start with collage. 7 Collage and montage: the attempt to arrive 
at a product of imagination by smelting many 'small acts of acute at
tention to the data world of all time and all space into one vortical 
image. The structuralist move to lay out time in space so that it is all 
spread out together before us contemporaneously. In the hands of a 
Pound, an Eliot, a Joyce, the effort is intensely responsible, the 
choices are pedagogically selected; the textual products are backed by 
spectacular personal commitments, often to disastrously regressive 
causes. The primary responsibility is to an elite consensus regarding 
twenty centuries or more of universal human culture. 

William Carlos Williams: "You see in American verse, es
pecially in the modern phase, a struggle to establish itself formally 
among the literatures of the world."8 My suspicion is that "post
modernism" -if the label is kept at all and I am clear that it should 
not be-may one day be seen in the main as a regional variation of 
"modernism," evolved by these our States and other western centers 
of culture under American cultural hegemony, to create and establish 
a peculiarly American, to some extent isolationist, endeavor. That 
the seeds go back as far as Whitman does not alter the case. Under 
hegemonic conditions, what universalism or internationalism remains 
is internalized. Middle class English has long been sold out to the 
British. American English is collected from the regional fringes as 
well as the minorities (wcw: "What influence can Spanish have on us 
who speak a derivative of English in North America?''9). Blacks, 
Hispanics, Indians, then Italians, Germans, Portuguese, Poles - all 
purveyors of the American Grain. The act of collage continues; we 
piece together our culture with quotati9ns: data quotations, language 
quotations ("Pin down an American and he utters a quotation" says 
Pound according to Kenner10). It is all one process. And to make sure 
that we can escape from the consequences of continued appropria
tion, we remain "open" - to the universe, to our fathers and mothers 
in poetry, to whatever grows out of the first line on our page (wher
ever we acquire the first line from, or the subsequent ones), forever 
and ever magnificently OPEN in contrast to the barbarous OTHERS 

who are forever CLOSED. Which is all reminiscent of another impossi
ble ideal, from the early twentieth century European storehouse: the 
ideal of perpetual revolution. 

It is this which seems to be so rarely looked at and considered: 
the political coincidence in time of American cultural hegemony and 
the appropriative techniques of "modernism" in the arts, including 
"postmodernism." I am far from decided on the issue, but it does seem 
to me to be an issue and I would like to see it discussed. 

Charles Olson provides a fascinating "transitional" example. 
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In his responsibility and commitment, his pedagogy, his effort at 
structure - even if he goes behind the twenty centuries to UR and 
SUMER- he is a "modernist." Yet, four years after reading through 
Butterick's Guide to the Maximwn Poems, l remain dismayed by the 
extent to which these marvelous poems are made, without our initial 
knowledge, of texts and poems belonging to others. 11 Jed R~ula has 
recently introduced the concept of composting to define this process 
as cardinal in contemporary American poetics. 12 Mark Karlins has 
written a fine thesis on Olson, showing how such poetics can be seen 
as an act of abnegation: the ultimate subjugation of the tedious ego 
and the ultimate democratization of the world (problematic as this 
latter is for Olson) can both be justified by a poetics I would define 
as one of universal appropriation. 13 There is much in this to persuade 
me and there are times when I know that nothing is owned and that 
borrowing or outright stealing has been our mark of Cain from the 
beginning. Nevertheless, the magnitude and ext~nsiveness of ~lson's 
push in this direction continues to shock. There 1s another considera
tion. Those who have much may come with relative ease to the idea 
that owning nothing and using everything gives us the best of all 
worlds. Those who have little may find this idea less appealing .. . and 
less viable. 

The "modernist" component in contemporary poetry is more 
traditional and more politically regressive, it appears, than the "post
modernist." On the other hand, this may be one of the illusions fos
tered by a "democratic" form of hegemony, in a word by liberal 
culture. At this time, it is hard to say. 

Two contemporary concerns which address themselves to the 
theoretically-minded poet today- and again I use macrolabels
are "hermeticism" on the one hand, "primitivism" on the other . The 
former prolongs "modernist" interests in an elite-addressed content, 
usually connected to various esoteric traditions with universalisti.c 
applications. It also prolongs the "modernist" expectation of exegesis 
in that its poetries are rarely accessible even to the few, without a 
battery of critical reinforcements. In discussing "hermeticism," I 
would distinguish between masters of succeeding generations like 
H.D., Robert Duncan, and Kenneth Irby in whom esoteric interests 
are constitutive, the very breath of life, from the guru-hunters of all 
persuasions who adopt jargons from their latest .enthusiasms a~? do 
little beyond muddying the flow of common discourse. That her
meticism" here gives way to obscurantism is one illustrations of the 
problematic aspects of pedagogy and transmiss.io~ a~ong poets work
ing within a hegemonic context. The same d1stmct10ns would have 
to be made in regard to Buddhism's present hold on a large sector of 
American endeavor. In any event, "hermeticism" overall is mostly 
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apolitical and therefore conservative in its effects if not in its intent. 
C~lla~e and mo~tage continue as important guiding compositional 
pnnc1ples. Thus m our very schematic fashion here, I would tend to 
see "hermeticism" as being more "modernistically" than "post
modernistically" inclined. 

"Primitivism" - as might be expected a priori from the relative 
simplicity of the poetries from which it derives its strengths and weak
~esses - may be relatively more "postmodern" as a component of our 
silver decades. The father of American ethnopoetics, Jerome Rothen
ber~, l~ans towards an aspect of twentieth century European "mod
ermsm often neglected or demeaned by most of our early American 
"modernists": Dada, Surrealism and the like. Ethnopoetics has in
herited its internationalism from such movements; as far as the ex
pectation of exegesis goes, it is clearly far, far less. To this extent 
"primitivism" is far more liberal than "hermeticism" and consti: 
tutively, far more open.14 - ' 

Again, and far too schematically, "primitivism" is no doubt to 
~e al~ied with th.e Be~t wing of American confessionalism (as dis
tmgu1shed from its high-academic counterpart among the likes of 
Lowell, Berryman, Sexton, and Plath) and frequently moves away 
from narrow concerns with poetry alone to the wider, multi-media 
fields of the "counter-culture." It generates a poetry addressed to the 
people at large far _more than any other faction yet considered in this 
piece. 

In addition, there are signs of late that "primitivism" has 
been following surrealist precedents in calling more and more aspects 
of contemporary literatur,e to shelter under its aegis. It would get rid 
of the term "postmodernism" altogether and gather under one banner 
many continuations of "modernism" from the surrealist and dada 
lineages especially. Specifically, Rothenberg, in a recent piece criti
cizing the revised Allen anthology, calls into play: Concrete and 
Visual Poetry, Fluxus, Intermedia, Chance Operations, The New 
Performance Poetry, The 2nd or 3rd Generation New York School 
The New Black Poetry, Indian Poetry, Latino Poetry, the "Language'" 
P?e.ts, The Poem in Prose, The "New Sentence," as well as many in
d1V1dual poets for whom pigeonholes cannot be found. Rothenberg's 
stance, seen also in his Symposium of the Whole (with Diane Rothen
berg) and the revised Technicians of the Sacred is admirable in its 
continued opposition to all forms of closure and all academic dictates 
as to the nature of the American canon. 15 Paradoxically, however it 
remains open to question when studying hegemonic contexts. Pa~a
doxically too, this enlargement of the "primitivist" impulse in the 
new, revised ethnopoetics may lead us away from non-elite addressed 
poetry. A digression on the "Language" poets may illustrate this. 
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These poets appear to be arguing the death of the "acade~ic" 
"New American" controversy, to be replaced by decentrahza-

versus d' · f 
tion of poetic activity in the U.S., an en~ to ~;xis1'.1, 1spers10n ~ 
poetic production/consumption among various aud1ence-coi:imum
ties" and the Jike.10 For my part, I welcome the stress on mmd, on 
intellect, as cardinal determinant of poetry-making and as attack on 
our culture's anti-intellectualism-even though I . person~lly d~ubt 
that the group's products are intellectually or p~etically stimulating. 
I welcome sophisticated forms of market analysis as one who has al
ways believed that we badly need a sociology of r~~d~rsh.ip, 
listenership, and aesthetic consumption. I welcome the P?ht1c1za~10n 
of poetics even if I find the Marxism of some of these writers deriva
tive and smacking or' the 20s and 30s rathe~ than of our. ti~e-and 
their anthropology antediluvian . I agree with decentrahza.ti.on, ?e
sexism (if that is the word), and the identi~cation an~ leg_itimation 
of audience-communities even if I do not believe that this will change 
the overall power-structure or validate Silliman's attacks on the "New 
Americans" for the crime of "commodity-fetishism." The poetry com
munity- pace our dearest fantasies - is simply too small; the move
ment's books will fall prey to the same "fetishism" sooner rather than 

later. d .. d f 
My problem is that the theory of this "avant-gar . e an . o 

much of its experimentalism is almost invariably more mte~estmg 
than the products: we do live in an age of conceptu~l art: ~n this case, 
and whatever the claims, the reduction of all this writing-except 
for a few notable exceptions- to various degrees of non- or post
referentiality (under the touching but pathetic illusion that this can · 
actually work as a tool against capitalism I) represents for me .a relent
le5sly rehashed trivialization of the French neo-structurahst, neo
phenomenological, neo-Marxist, ne9-Freudian intellectual life o~ the 
last twenty years or so. And it may yet manage to do t~ ~m~ncan 
poetry what that life did to much of French poetry: stenhze it and 
drive it nose-first IJundreds of feet into the ground. 

Returning to the theme of the "counter-culture·:: fr.om the 
vantage point of the dull seventies and even duller eighties, the 
"counter-culture" of the sixties was a heroic epoch . It has left an en
during, often beautiful, often courageous mark on our materi.al and 
spiritual cultures. Yet, the very ease and abruptness with which we 
passed from the sixties to these decades shows. that its urge to make 
everything new and to give up all past solutions and panacea was 
such, when allied to its ignorance ·of, and frequent contempt f~r, 
history, as ~o make it resign any hopes it m~y have had for social 
effectiveness and continuity. With all its merits, the counter-culture 
could not , of and by itself, replace twenty centuries of human 
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culture, organized, codified, and systematically handed down from 
one generation to another. In the end, it made America in many ways 
~better .a?d more diversified place to live in. It did not destroy Amer
ICan political hegemony. And, while I am at the furthest remove from 
being a defender of the academy in its present form academics know 
that it may well have damaged education so irr~parably that the 
academy will have to be completely destroyed as it stands in order to 
survive at all in a rebuilt mode. 

As one of the relaxing forces at work in our overall culture 
the "counter-culture" (others are the 5-pread of general "education ,', 
the m~di.a, the e~se with which we travel and so forth) would a~
pear, m its feroc10us over-valuation of the ego, to have abandoned 
collage. I wonder if this is the case. Where collage enters here I be
lieve, is in the all-pervading a-historicity of people content to' write 
the same poetry over and over again because they do not know or care 
that it has been written before. Pound's injunction to make it new has 
vanish~d in an unp.arallelled drive towards a pluralism in poetic 
?perat10ns so extensive that the very possibility of any standard of 
Judgement whatsoever seems to have been eliminated. What happens 
here, of course, is that you are quoting "history": what you ignore you 
are co?demn~d , as the ta~ goes, to repeat. When every schoolboy can 
have, 1f he wishes, a poets baton in his backpack; when - in relation 
to the market there is for the stuff, naturally - we are overproducing 
poetry to an unparallelled extent, how do we respond to the craft's 
im~emorial .resp~t ~or and evocation of order? It no longer seems 
possible and m this shipwreck might qe read the death of the art. 11 

On the other hand, I have often been told - and I have told 
myself - that this is far too pessimistic a view. Also that it is totally 
wrongheaded. It may be that I do not understand the nature of 
"democracy" and totally fail to grasp the implications of general 
literacy (if indeed literacy it isl) for the arts in general and poetry in 
~ar~icula~ . This is what Williams appears to have been hinting at in 
linking his struggle to establish an American literature in the world 
with American poetry's "seeking a new adjustment to a new world 
perhaps its final fruition depend(ing) on the entire social-democratic 
survival or collapse. "18 Whether this type of democracy will survive 
or collapse, however, is precisely what is being widely discussed be
y~nd th~ ?orders of ~ur poetry world. Despite all possible sympathy 
with W1lhams, questions remain as to what language (when so much 
~a~guage becomes debased among the media)?; what people (when 
it is so hard to identify a "people" now among the homogenized 
consumerized mass)?; what democracy (when we have such a painfui 
record of supporting so much non-democracy the moment we get out 
of our borders)?; what poetry (when twenty centuries of what is now 
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being called "poetry of the word" ( 111] is giving place to "performance 
poetry," often no more than a morass of intimate theater and 

cabaret)? . I sometimes fantasize about what would happen if, one day, 
we were constrained to return to our own words: the words only we 
can invent, to which we have acquired a right by hard work. Or 
rather combinations of words I suppose. It may be that thousands 
would, heave sighs of relief. The Japanese, Indians, and Chinese 
would heave sighs of relief. So would the Hopi and Navajo, the Chi
canos and the Puerto-Ricans, the Black musicians and the Polish 
Jews in our own land might heave sighs of relief. Our own ancestors 
and our dead father and mother poets might heave sighs of relief in 
their graves. What would be left of America when Americans had 

reconquered it? 
In this situation, as a woman Asian-American poet and a 

woman Anglo-American poet pointed out to me the other_ night, my 
own experience of racism might seem to be a very mild one. Racism: 
labelling an individual as X or Y, pinning him down there, irrespec
tive of his efforts and moves in any direction whatsoever. "British 
poet and will always remain so" is a form of ra~ism . As the wome~ 
said almost anything this country had to offer might be worse. But 1s 
it n~t a woman who remains one of the most successful Britannic 
transplants in American letters? Ah, but Denise Levertov arrived, I 
believe, much earlier in life. 

••• 

Instead of trying at all costs to achieve the "American," I be
lieve we could live up to one aspect of our original mission by extend
ing the rules of our own melting pot to the rest' of the world: I mean 
the original rules . It does not seem to me that there is any real alter-

. native to universalism, not once the planet has been SEEN from the 
outside. In this respect, poets like James, Pound, Conrad, Eliot, Mac-

- Diarmid, Auden, Levertov in "English" (but also Celan and Rilke; or 
Cesaire and Senghor in France, and many other examples) could be 
studied in the effort to find out whether poetry could survive beyond 
national "genetics." We could honor men like Kenneth Rexroth, our 
most universalist American master and, perhaps, our most ne
glected. i9 It may be, of course, that if we go too far beyond the na
tional word, especially with our computers, our art, perhaps all arts 
as we know them, will cease and desist. But I have not yet given up 

the ghost in that direction. 
. , Short of treating the contradictions as hideous instead of beau-
tiful, I cannot, for myself, but take a both/and attitude to most of the 
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diversification I hav~ outlined here, rather than an either/or one.20 
It do~s not seem possible to me, in ~his complex time, for a poet to ful
flll lumself or herself without that extreme attention to language and 
the c~aft which, for better or for worse, elite-addressed poetry is re
sponsible. At t~e same time, the craft is mocked if it cannot also pro
du.ce, per~aps m one product, perhaps in a variety of address, some
thing available t~ whatever is left of the "average reader." I have tried 
to stress the penls. bo~h ~f "hermeticism" in which our everlasting 
battle}o~ c~~~un.!ca~1on.1s often short-circuited and negated, as well 
as ?f pnm1hvism with its promiscuous welcome to so much in the 
~mver~e that any particular thing risks losing its uniqueness. I hope it 
is. possible to go on fr?m there, but that must be in the poetry that it is 
~1v~n me to make- if I am not rendered extinct by the state of pub
hshmg today, surely as disastrous and confused as any we have ever 
known. 

. To retu~n to ~~ initial point about English English and 
Ai:ne~1can English, Williams believed that the element of change 
w1thm the former. w~s the fertile one that Americans should follow. 
~ngland ~ad lost 1t: its poetry c;lid not use the possibilities for change 
mherent m the language as much as it could have done. True or not 
England ~ecomes_for Williams the stability/security pole so attractiv; 
to nost~g1c Amen cans hankering after the delights of the Old World. 
The desire for security has to be resisted to face the NEW. To do that 
the "very ?one of English poems," the fixed foot would have to b; 
sparagmatlzed. 

. The English father who refused to become an American citi
zen ~s a knot in Williams' being. His love for his father and his despair 
a~ his father not chosing the new is a vortex of contention and con
fhc~, often evoked when Williams discusses the two languages and 
their poets: T~en, note what happens. Pound is saved first as the fi rst 
poet to wnte m the. ~merican idiom. Eliot becomes the great enemy. 
A_t a later date, W1lhams perceives that Eliot's childhood maintains 
him as an American .. . while Auden's keeps him English. Eliot climbs 
towards absolution, raised to the company of Pound, and Auden now 
b~a~s _the br~nt of Williams' distaste. 21 And later still , Williams and 
his 1d1om gam some recognition . In some sense, Williams displaces 
the father and becomes a father himself. Around 1960 h · · t · db . . , e 1s 1n er-
; 1ewe y Wilham Sutton about Denise Levertov's "closeness (to him] 
m her way of writing": 

W.C. W.: Oh ?'es, very close .... She is from England. But 
she came to this country to seek a freer relationship to the 
line in our cou~try'. and she ~as adapted herself completely 
to our way of hstemng. She 1s a very interesting person to 
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me. And she is a very skillful poet. She is half Wels.h ~nd 
half Jewish. That's a curious thing and must have its m
ftuence on the writing of her poetry. But she has rebelle~ 
from England and come to a freer pl~ce. Free construction 
of the line and has done very well at it .... 

I feel closer to her than to any of the modern poets.22 

Astonishingly, Williams has acquired a daughter and sl~e is 
British! (not quite English, note: Jewish and Celt)! The A~en~~ 
idiom now has a daughter and the daughter comes from t .e 
World. The maturity of the "American Branch" has been es.tabh~h~d. 

Williams eventually acknowledges that the American idiom 

has become hegemonic: 

Next we must establish in our minds the historical fact that 
the American Language invaded b oth English and French 
in the nineteenth century ... . 

The invasion the modification of Yeats' corpus by the direct 
criticisms of Ezra Pound, Joyce (who never faile? to read 
his Paris edition of the Herald-Tribune lest he miss the say
ings of Andy Gump), Gertrude Stein, .~emingway,. etc., 
etc. The thing to bear in mind is that it is the Amen~an lan
guage penetrating the European literary modes which 
should be studied. 23 

And in his description of Stieglitz, he recognizes the nec~si~ 
. for both branches: the "local effort" and "the forces from the outside : 

Stieglitz inaugurated an era based ~olidl~ on a correct. 
understanding of the cultural relationships; but the diffi
culties he encountered both from within and without were 
colossal. He fought them clear-sightedly. 

The effect of his life and work has been to bend together and 
fuse, against whatever resistance, the split forces of the two 
necessary cultural groups: (i) the local effort, well und~r
stood in defined detail and (ii) the forces from the outside. 

24 

Perhaps there is yet some hope that I can come home and all 

may be f?rgiven. 
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